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Food committee rejects
coupon refund proposal
By Scott Scredoa
The Food Service Evaluation
Committee rejected a motion yesterday
to give students a 50 per cent refund on
excess food coupons if they have participated in the plan since its initiation in
September.
The motion, proposed by Fred
Johnson, sophomore (A&S), was
defeated 5-4 with three members absent
However, another vote is expected to be
taken next Monday, when all committee

members will be able to attend the meeting
Johnson estimated students will.
average $14 50 in excess coupons this
quarter He arrived at the figure after
studying the first month's report of food
cost operations
HE SAID THE University can refund
half of the value of excess food coupons
because it won't have to pay for food not
used. The University would keep the
other half to pay for services and

salaries
Johnson, who admitted that his estimate of excess coupons could be wrong,
said "the University has historically
been known for not refunding money for
other University operations that made a
profit*"
I'e said if action was not taken now,
nothing could be done to change the
system, and there would be no reason for
the committee to continue meeting this
year
If the committee does pass a motion to

Cites AAeany's 'arrogance'

Connolly blasts labor
WASHINGTON (API-Secretary of the
Treasury John B, Connally declared
yesterday that the AFL-CIO could
damage the anti-inflation effort by
refusal to cooperate and accused its
president. George Meany, of boorish and
arrogant behavfcr 'toward President
Nixon.
Connally deplored also, in a broadcast
news conference, the Pay Board's approval of i -oal industry settlement giving
miners a 15 per cent first-year wage

boost, saying he hopes it would not
become a precedent.
"I was disappointed with the decision," said Connally. who is chairman of
the Cost of Living Council and Nixon's
chief economic spokesman.
"...I would say on the face of it that it
certainly contravened the permissible
wage increase guidelines "
BUT THE SECRETARY swung out
hardest at Meany. who presided at an
AFL-CIO convention session in Florida

Judge bars protesfs
during Kent-25 trial
RAVENNA (API - Common Pleas
Judge Edwin W. Jones yesterday barred
any protest during trials of 25 persons
indicted in the Kent State University
disorders.
Jones, who last year silenced criticism
of the grand jury which returned the
indictments, issued new orders while
jury selection was underway for the trial
of Jerry Rupe. the first of the 25 to be
tried
Four jurors have been tentatively
seated in the trial
Four students were killed and nine
others wounded during disorders on the
campus in May 1970.
LISTED AMONG the protest devices
Judge Jones said he would not permit

were picketing, parading, leafleting,
passing out handbills and use of a sound
truck or bull horn
Jones' order was filed after the Youth
International Party (Yippiesi and other
liberal organizations circulated leaflets
on the Kent State campus urging
students to attend a demonstration today
in support of those indicted by a special
state grand jury in October 1970
Rupe. 23. has been in the Portage
County Jail under $25,000 bond awaiting
trial in two other cases involving charges
of arson and possession of narcotics.
As soon as Rupe's trial is concluded.
Peter C. Bliek, 23. Rochester, NY. goes
on trial on charges of arson and riot.
Bliek was a junior at Kent State at the
time of the disturbances.

Friday and cut short Nixon's handshaking with delegates by gaveling the
convention to order.A day earlier the delegates at Miam.
Beach had voted not to cooperate with
the Pay Board on positions with which
labor disagrees And Meany declared,"if
the President doesn't wanl our membership on the Pay Board on our terms, he
knows what he can do."
Connally repeated his earlier allegation that Meany is out ot step with
labor's rank and file, and declared: "We
cannot permit one man to put himself
above the interest of the working people of the United States "
And if the five union members of the
Pay Board persist in non-cooperation
while remaining on the board, Connally
told questioning newsmen, the board's
effectiveness will be diminished.
CONNALLY REPORTED Ui.il the
President's 90-day wage-price freeze had
been an unquestioned success and added.
"With respect to Phase 2. 1 am equally
confident that it will succeed " Connally
told questioners also:
-He has called a meeting in Rome on
Nov. 30 of finance ministers of the
"Group of 10" major industrial nations,
to seek agreement on an overhaul of the
world's currency parities and removal of
trade and exchange restrictions.
-The economy definitely is on the
upgrade and consumer cuntidence "has
risen markedly."
-The administration might accept
some provision in pending Phase 2
legislation for retroactive payment of
wage increases blocked by the freeze,
provided that standards of the Pay Board
are preserved.

refund money, it must be approved by
University President
Hollis A. Moore
Jr., his cabinet and the Board of Trustees
before it can take effect.
Chris Hawk, chairman of the
committee, said, "We just don't know if
we're going to make or lose money yet."
The committee took two votes on the
proposal. The first ended in a 4-4 tie with
one abstention.
Immediately after the first ballot
Hawk, who abstained in the first vote,
changed his mind and cast the tiebreaking ballot
"THE MAJOR reason I voted against
it was because we don't have the
complete figures." I'awk said. "One
month's figures jusl aren't enough. He
said that three other factors also caused
him to vote against the motion
First, he said, in the middle of the
quarter, students didn't know if they
would have enough coupons to last them
(he entire ten weeks, so they skipped
meals and saved coupons
Second, the first month's report of food
cost operations does not take into
account the recent implementing of
more expensive items on the menu, such
as filel mignon and lobster.
Finally, he wanted to give the other
three members of (ho committee who
were absent a chance to vote next Monday.
William l.anning. assistant dean of
students and committee member, said
he didn't think it was fair to evaluate the
system at this lime, but didn't rule out
the possibility of a refund at a later date
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Brisk
walk

Two woman march along briskly in tho lot* ofternoon chill.
Bowling Green has boon golfing
•ample* of what's in store (or tho winter...Timo to
got tho woolios out of storage.

India accused of attack
It also claimed Indians were attacking
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan (API-Pakistan radio accused India yesterday of on the eastern border with Tripura at
launching an 'all-out offensive" in East i Sylhet and in Chittagong hill country to
Pakistan without declaring war and the south.
said (he Indian forces were denting
THE SAME broadcast reported PresiPakistani defenses
The radio account claimed 130 Indians dent Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan
were killed and perhaps 500 wounded in visited troops near the West Pakistani
fighting around Jessore on the western border with India and Kashmir and
border with
Indian West Bengal vowed that Pakistan will "crush the
aggressor."
Pakistani casualties were put at 7
killed and 40 wounded
In New Delhi, the Indian government
The report said the bailie included
tank units on (he ground and India's radio claimed East Pakistani guerrillas
homemade Gnat jets and Russian- had wrested about 45 square miles from
government control in Khulna and
supplied MIG fighters in the air.

Jessore after a 17-day battle.
An Indian news agency quoting
guerrilla sources said Pakistan lost five
tanks in a battle Saturday near
Mehespur, also in the Jessore district.
This was the same area where Radio
Pakistan reported the Indian offensive.
An Indian Defense Ministry spokesman denies the Radio Pakistan allegations that India had lost 90 soldiers in a
tank battle in that area. The city lies
about 10 miles from (he Indian border
town of Boyra. where India earlier
reported shooting at Pakistani fighter
planes.

Apartment construction
reaches high point in BG
By Cindy Suopis
Editorial Editor
When students returned to school this
fall, they found more additions to the city
than just one-way street signs and an
abundance of telephone lines. All of a
sudden, it seems like apartment
dwellings have made the latest trend in
college community construction.
According to a report made in June by
the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce, there are currently 37 apartment complexes, including 62 completed
apartment buildings, within the city
limits. Not included in the report are the
buildings currently under construction
scheduled to open for renting in December or March.
The increase in apartment buildings is
being accompanied by extensive advertising campaigns announcing numerous
vacancies for winter quarter.

New
apartments

A bird's «yo viow of tho now complox whkh has orison southoast of University
Courts on dough Sf root.

CAN THE APARTMENT owners fill
their dwellings with students?
Competition from off-campus apartment complexes is forcing the University
to refrain from allowing students to
break their housing contracts in the
middle of the year.
In late September. Robert Rudd.
director of residence services, said the
15,000 enrollment ceiling on the University has caused the market for apartments to decrease.
University housing, including space in
fraternity and sorority houses, can
accommodate 9,062 students. Since
total enrollment for this year is 15.313,

approximately 6,251 students are living
off campus in apartments and houses.
According to the Chamber of
Commerce report, there arc 1,932 completed apartment units in the city. This
figure does not include the two largest
complexes under construction. Pine
Manor on Napoleon Road and University
Village on Clough Street.
THE ENROLLMENT ceiling and the
vast number of available units in the city
may seem to indicate there is going to be
a large number of empty apartments
next quarter and next year. Nevertheless, many of the apartment owners
and builders do not appear to be worried.

News Analysis
Al Newlove, owner of Newlove apartments, one of the oldest apartment complexes in the city, said he is not worried
about renting all of his units.
"We are not concerned. There is a
demand for apartments in BG," he said.
Tom Seele, manager of Cherry Hill
Village on Napoleon Road, said, although
his apartments were not completely
filled in the fall, business has been good.
"SOME COMPLEXES are going to
have trouble. Probably the older complexes will have more trouble renting
than the newer ones. We're not running
scared," he said.
Seele said there are a few four-man
apartments at Cherry Hill Village with
only two people living in them, but he

expects they will eventually be filled to
their capacity.
According to Sheldon Weslman,
assistant director of residence services,
there are good reasons why the number
of apartments have increased this year
and why (heir owners are not worried
about filling them in the near future.
"A number of people committed themselves to building the apartments before
the rise in building became apparent.
Also, some were not aware of the
ceiling," he said.
Westman said the rental investors
don't make their big money on the rentthey make it on the depreciation. By
applying depreciation on an apartment
building as an expense from gross
income, the apartment owner saves
money by not having to pay income tax
on the net income.
One of the biggest factors influencing
the rental of apartments by students is
the enrollment limitation placed on the
University by the Ohio Board of Regents.
Westman said there is no indication the
ceiling would be lifted in the very near
future. However, Seele had a different
opinion.
"The ceiling will be lifted soon. It cannot stay the same, not with the potential
that BG has. This is not a land-locked
community. There is room to expand,"
he said.
Should the ceiling remain the same for
the next few years, and apartment
builders continue to build apartments in
the community, there is a possibility
some complexes will have empty units.
• topo»o3
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Dr. Glenn A. Olds, president of Kent State University, went to
Washington in October and presented Nixon a petition signed by
10,380 Kent students asking him to reverse a previous decisionand
order a federal grand jury investigation of the May 1970 Kent
State killings.
Dr. Olds had an audience with Leonard Garment, the
President's advisor on civil rights. He told Garment that he could
do "nothing creative or innovative at Kent until the issue is
settled." Garment promised Olds an answer from Nixon before
Dec. To'supplement the petition sent to Nixon. Bill L. Slocum,
president of the Kent student body, has sent similar petitions to
200 student body presidents and college editors asking for
signatures to request a federal grand jury investigation of the
Kent affair.
A copy of the petition is printed on page six of this issue and will
be printed again in December.
The News urges students to sign the petition and grab extra
copies of this issue to take home during Thanksgiving break to
circulate among friends.
The Kent incident triggered one of the most massive spring
offenses throughout college campuses.
Federal administrators who believe the incident is closed
and needs no further investigation, should have their eyes opened,
and fast.
The students of Kent State have not forgotten that four of their
students were maliciously shot and killed for no reason. This is
something we should not forget either. It is our duty to help Kent
students remind President Nixon the Kent killings are not
something we can forget so easily.
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icie benito
pen.TO
mcle

no gobbling for poverty
By Cindy Suopii
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito,
I know you have probably heard this
old song and dance before, but I want you
to just sit back and give some serious
thinking to what I'm saying in this letter.
As you know, I will be home for
Thanksgiving soon. If we do what we
have done in previous years, the day will
probably consist of going to Aunt Maria's
house where the entire family will enjoy
a huge Thanksgiving dinner with all the
trimmings of mozarella and rigatoni.

of It. If I were a pilgrim then. I too would
have the urge to kill a turkey and sit
down with the Indians to celebrate.
But it is different today, because
although we do have a lot to be thankful
for, we should not neglect those who are
thankful for a crumb of bread. And that
is why I'm going to behave the way I
described on Thanksgiving Day

SO, UNCLE, to prove my guilt
feelings, I am going to forfeit the
pleasures of this Thanksgiving dinner. If
no one appreciates my efforts on
Thursday, I will just go into my room
and listen to the stereo. I will even walk
by the refrigerator, filled with leftovers,
and say to myself, 'No, I must suffe^
today.'

I don't plan on neglecting my duty to
recognize that there are poor people
around this world, and I should feel
guilty about that I should feel guilty that
there is food on my table and a place for
me to rest my head.

In conclusion. Uncle, I just want to say
that I hope you won't be offended on
account of my behavior on Turkey Day. I
am not going to try to stuff this poverty
talk down your throat. I just want you to
try to understand.

We are a lucky family and we should
feel guilty about that. I truly believe thiswill be the most meaningful
Thanksgiving I've ever spent.
I must close now, because someone
keeps looking over my shoulder
mumbling something like 'big deal.'
There's just no privacy left anywhere.
Ygur loving niece

Uncle Nicky will tell me how much I
have grown even though I've stopped
growing (taller) and Aunt Maria will
lock herself in the bathroom because
Cousin Tony will insult her by telling her
there was too much tomato sauce on the
turkey.
NO, UNCLE, my gripe is not with Aunt
Maria's cooking or Uncle Nicky's stale
remarks. The reason I am writing is
because I'm upset over Thanksgiving.
I am disturbed because, as we sit
around the table eating and enjoying
ourselves, two-thirds of the world's
population will go to bed hungry on
Thanksgiving night. Doesn't that upset
you at all when you gobble the gobbler on
Thursday?
Well it upsets me and I plan on doing
something about it. First of all. I will go
to Aunt Maria's as planned, but I will not
engage in the meal. As the other
relatives are laughing and eating at the
table. I will be thinking of the poor in
India and the dying in Pakistan.
No matter how much you and the other
cousins encourage me to join in on the
festivities, I will be strong. I will not
even indulge in the creamy spumoni
pumpkin pie My little pinky will not
even swish itself in the tarty cranberry
sauce despite my obsession with berries.
And when the coffee and wine are passed
around, I will humbly sip on a glass of
water-a luxury for the poor.
AFTER THE DINNER, instead of
listening to the talk about neighborhood
scandals and last year's Thanksgiving, 1
will try to interject a few comments
about the poor around the world. And if I
am ignored by our relatives, I will,
nevertheless, continue my campaign to
inform the ungrateful about poverty.
I know this whole idea probably, sounds
silly to you, but if you just think of what
I'm trying to do, you may appreciate my
reasons and accept them in a better
light
Thanksgiving Day is the day we are
supposed to give thanks to God for what
we have. We are to be as humble as the
first pilgrims who knew this country had
potential and were glad they were a part

B.G, f^fUTH SERVICE

'. . . AND YOU'RE GOING TO CHINA.'

news Leuers
comment on statements
on hockey ticket prices
Bowling Green students may learn a
and statements to the press which seem
great deal by looking back over recent
confusing or premature can only be
issues of The BG News. I am referring to
detrimental.
the hockey ticket controversy,
specifically to Dick Young's comments
President Moore's experience and
in last Tuesday's paper and President
abilities lend themselves much more
readily to dealing with government
Moore's statement in Wednesday's
paper
agencies. Mr. Young should continue the
job he has done in the past as athletic
In sharp contrast, President Moore's
comments seemed to be well thought
director and allow someone more
out. 1 '<■ too, claims the defense of a
program operating in the red. However,
he does not cloud the issue, as Mr Young
did, by talking about price consistency
and claiming that it made no financial
difference.
Instead. President Moore analyzes the
facets which will most likely be involved
In response to the recent article
in the Internal Revenue investigation. concerning VA "rehabilitation", I see it
Such foresight and clear thinking is the as representing only a few of the many
mark of a good administrator
disabled veterans and not the majority
implied.
MR. YOUNG'S work as athletic director
Paving recently been discharged from
is not being argued here. It is a difficult the Ann Arbor VA Hospital. I have also
job and requires a great deal of skill. spoken with vets that were flag waving,
However, the skills which Mr. Young but the major part were realistic enough
needs for his job do not include defending to accept the waste of their lives and
a government investigation. Good press
coverage is vital to an athletic program

qualified to make statements and deal
with the Internal Revenue,

David Courier
202 Pi Kappa Alpha

misrepresentation

thank you
let's hear from you

"Young lady, the reason we don't dispense birth control pills Is the
destruction of our moral fiber that would result from it."

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The'News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
^Letters and columns .should
include the author's address and
phone* number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 108 University Kail.

community

chalk it up to their being the product of
their times.
THE GENERAUZED view of this
article portrays veterans as usually
bitter, blindly patriotic, vengeful and
would, if possible, crawl out of their
physical prisons and shoot more VC.
Most of the men I spoke with would
throw off their crutches and braces and
live their lives constructively for their
comrads who didn't make it back to the
"world" and who survive only as tearful
memories.
The article was good-as far as it went,
but I believe these men deserve to be
represented more, rather than less
John L. McReynolds
C-9N. Grove Apts.

I would like to personally thank the
University community for their freewilled donations in helping the Bowling
Green State University Gospel Choir
make the trip to Midland, Pennsylvania.

so they say

This proves that although mankind has
many shortcomings, he still has
compassion for his fellow man,
regardless of race, creed, color or
ideologies.

Cleveland Common Pleas Court Judge
Frank J. Gorman after sentencing three
years probation to a youth who used a
fake prescription to buy drugs:

vt

I say again, thanks for your help.

Gregory D. Smith
DrrectoroftheBG.S.U.
Gosp I Choir
71»OffenhauerA

"Utfertaaately, we aoa't have aay
place to pat people who become addicts
except jail "

-V
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Renter can be selective

Bigger choice available
• from poor ,

dations and can demand
"Somewhere along the line, better service from their landsomeone is going to lose out." lords. Vacancies now depend
said Jim Ostrowski. manager upon the good reputation of
of Winthrop Terrace Apart- the rental agents; said Westments it will probably be man
Despite
the apartment
the high-priced apartment
with fewer facilities." he said. owners nonchalent attitude
John Klein, manager of toward the sudden influx of
Pine Manor, the 104-unit com- off-campus dwelling units, the
plex currently under con- fact remains there is still a
struction on Napoleon Road,
doesn't expect his complex
will be one of those that will
lose out
"We won't have any touble
because ours are the cheapest
Off-campus students who
ones in town," he said
are experiencing financial
A spokesman for Bee Gee difficulties might look into
Reality, the realtors who are the county welfare food
renting the Pine Manor units, stamps policy.
said the complex is FHA-subBased on the applicant s
sidized and the units will be income, the program provides
rented to married students food stamps for people who
only. She said the price will be can prove their need for them
low because the rent will be
According
to Ellsworth
determined by the couple's Edwards, director of the
income.
County Welfare Department,
Although some of the apart- an applicant must be able to
ment owners may find them
establish an income and a
selves in heavy competition residence In addition he must
for the student renter, the establish the number of memsudden increase in apart- bers of his household and
ments gives the student the proof of cooking facilities, he
opportunity to select the kind said
of apartment he wants instead
Their main consideration in
of taking only what is avail- determining eligibility is the
able, as the case in previous adjusted income, said Bob
years
Engleson. junior lA&SI and
student body representative
'■STUDENTS can select- The applicant's rent, tuition,
ively purchase accommo- job earnings and outside funds

15.000 enrollment ceiling and
more than half of these
students are living on campus
The University Residence
Services does not plan on
releasing students from their
housing contracts and all
indications seem to show that
the Board of Regents have
little intention of lifting the
enrollment limitation.

Either apartment owners
know something University
administrators don't know, or
they are running scared and
refuse to admit it. Nevertheless, for the first time In a
tang time, the student has the
upper
hand
Apartment
owners always needed the
student to rent their units, but
now they need them even more.

Welfare may aid students

Going up

A worker at Compui Manor nails a two-by-four into place Campus Manor is
on* of sovoral now apartment comploxos going up in tho Bowling Groon ana.

2-year schools popular
By Mary Wey
John D Millett. chancellor
of the Ohio Boatd of Regents,
said the trend toward twoyear institutions in Ohio is not
"slowing down" and will not
unless public policy restricts

BSU party
The Black 'Student
Union
iBSUl
will
sponsor a skating party
for its members on
Tuesday. November 30
from 8-10 p.m. in the Ice
Arena.
Admission is 50 cents
or 75 cents if skates are
rented at the arena.

the number of high school
graduates eligible for higher
education.
Millett gave the opening
address Friday night at the
University's Conference on
Training Community College
Instructors.
The two-day conference,
consisting of five workshops
on Friday and Saturday, was
sponsored by the University's
English department,
the
Graduate School and the
Office of Continuing Education
Millett said there are 70.000
students enrolled in community colleges and technical
schools throughout Ohio The
number is expected to rise to

175.000 by 1980~a
increase

50 per cent

ACCORDING TO Millett.
this is a "very substantial
increase" which cannot be
ignored
He said, in the opinion of the
Ohio Board of Regents, formal education should be made
accessible by the state lo any
competent high
school
graduate for a minimum of
two years
According to Millett. however, there are two problems
with this idea: who is going lo
handle the cost, the individual
or society, and the expectations that may be created for
the individual.
He said primary and
secondary public education is

considered a social benefit,
therefore, society pays for it.
but higher education does not
necessarily benefit society
alone, but also the individual,
making it hard to determine
who should bear the cost
The main goal of the two
day conference was the planning and implementation of a
new graduate program,
designed to meet the teaching
needs of two-year institutions
Attending the workshops
were representatives from the
Knglisb department of all
technical
institutions,
community colleges, university branches and representatives from the Ohio
public universities with
graduate English programs.

Split quarter analyzed
Demands for a more
flexible academic calendar
have led to an ad hoc
committee study of the possibility of next year replacing
the regular 10-week winter
quarter with two five-week
sessions.
Dr. George Herman, vice
provost of instruction and
instructional services, is
chairman of the committee
studying the five-five split"
proposal
He said he favors the proposal because it would provide
more flexibility in scheduling
field work, work-study programs, internships, independent study programs and
studies abroad
HOWEVER, he said classes
would have to begin earlier in
September and fall quarter
examinations would have to
be held before Thanksgiving in
order to complete the first
winter session before Christmas
Dr. Herman said he prefers
a system that would provide a
two-week break between the
two winter sessions, including
the week before New Year's
Day and the week after
However, he said 17 weeks
before New Year's Day would
be needed for such a program,
and there just isn't that much
time between Labor Day and
the Christmas holidays.

eventually adopt the five-five
split, although it would mean
eliminating a week-long break
between fall quarter and the
first five-week session of the
winter term.
NO MATTER what calendar
the University adopts, it must
be able to accommodate people who attend the University
only during the summer
sessions, he said.
According to Dr. Kenneth
McFall, there is "no one
calendar that will please
every person."
Dr. McFall, vice president
and secretary to the Board of
Trustees, was responsible for

drawing up the 1971-72 calendar.
He said state regulations,
time conflicts, holidays and
faculty-student needs are the
major problems encountered
when drawing up an academiccalendar.
The Ohio Board of Regents
requires state universities to
conduct 33 weeks of class each
year, including three weeks
set aside for final examinations
Determining times for dropping and adding courses and
registration for the next
session also complicate the
scheduling process, he said

THE CALENDAR proposal
will be subject to discussion
and recommendations by
Faculty Senate and the
Student Body Organization
The final votes come; from
Academic Council
This year's calendar has a
shorter Christmas break and
eliminated celebrations of
some minor holidays.
Both Dr McFall and Dr
Stanley Coffman. provost,
agreed that the shortened
Christmas vacation
may
cause some problems for
students who wish to work
over the holidays.

Now you can buy Fisher stereo
right here on campus.
FOR BIO DISCOUNTS ON FISHEH STEREO EQUIPMENT, CONTACT:

KEVIN LINDSLEY
Rt 1 Maple Avenue
Castalia, Ohio 44824

Glenn Van Wormei. dean of
admissions and records, predicted the University would

L EATHE R
CLOTHES
*0 R D E FT
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NEEDLE

Cii.ta.ui-J

From now on, there's a better way to buy
stereo equipment at tremendous discounts
than consulting a mail order catalog.
You just consult Fisher's student
representative, instead.
He'll show you a catalog ot Fisher equipment, and give you advice on the equipment
that suits your needs. And. if you want, he'll
arrange lor a demonstration so you can hear
what you'll be buying. Then, he'll process your

order, at a tremendous discount.
Fisher selected this student because he
is uniquely qualified to act as your Fisher
representative He knows a lot about high fidelity.
He's a reliable person And since he's a sludent
himself, he knows what students need In the
way of stereo equipment.
And since he's the Fisher representative,
he's got what you need Because Fisher
makes practically everything.

Fisher

.We invented high fidelity.

which comprise the adjusted
income cannot exceed $135 a
month for an individual
request or $270 lor a request
with more than one person
involved, he said
An applicant's savings
account, which should not
exceed $1000. and his checking
account may also be considered.
A student who has recently

FREE
COKES
TONIGHT

ilrtti's
SOMETHING SPECIAL
from Ptttft Alpim

downtown BG

LUNCHEON
NOV. 23-29
lues Chicken a la King
Wed Brtsded Vtal Cutlit
Thut CLOSED
Havi a happy Thanksgiving
Fn Salmon Patties
Sat Roast Turkey
w/diessing
Mon Baked Swiss Steak

received food stamps eligibility urges interested students
to file on an individual basis.
He advises that students
claim that they purchase their
food individually to ease their
acceptance into the $135 category
The same student said that
he found applying for the food
stamps easier than he had
anticipated.

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

Mon. - Sat. Alpenhorn Buffet
11:00 A.M. — 1:30 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY 12-8

e

GIVE THE NATION
BACK TO ITS PEOPLE
John W. Gardner, Chairman
Common Cause

WINTHROP
TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH
NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS FOR
WINTER & SPRING
QUARTERS
2 BEDROOMS
FURNISHED
2 FULL BATHS
AIR CONDITIONED
OLYMPIC SIZE POOL
REC ROOM
LAUNDROMAT
GAS HEAT & GAS RANGE

Former Secretary

ol Health. Education and Welfare
Who said citizen action is futile? Populism in the
nineteenth century left an indelible mark on the
nation Citizen action won the vote for women in
19?0 and brought the abolition of child labor. The
labor movement, the civil rights movement, the
peace movement, (he conservation movement — all
began with concerned citizens. II we had wailed lor
the government or Congress or the parties to initiate
any of them, we'd still be wailing. Try to think of a
significant movement in our national life that was
Initiated by the bureaucracy. Or by Congress. Or by
the parties
For a while, we losl confidence in our capacity to
act as citizens, but the citizen is getting back to his
feet. And citizen action is taking on a tough minded
professional edge it never had belore. Never has our
society needed more desperately the life-giving
spark ol citizen action We must make our instruments ol sell-government work. We must halt the
abuse ol the public interest by sell-seeking special
interests.
The special interests buy lavor through campaign
gilts. What Hows back is literally scores of billions of
dollars in tax breaks, in lucrative defense contracts,
in favored treatment of certain regulated industries,
in tolerance ol monopolistic practices. And the taxpayer toots the bill.
To combat such peivasive corruption, we must
strike at the two instruments ol corruption in public
life—money and secrecy.
To combat the corrupting power ol money, we
must control campaign spending and lobbying, and
require full disclosure ol conflict of interest on the
part ol public officials.
To tear away the veil ol secrecy, we must enact
"freedom ol mlormation" or "right to know" statutes
which require that the public business be done publicly. And that's only a beginning. We can regain
command ol our instruments ol sell-government.
To accomplish this, each citizen must become an
activist, especially the college student with his
newly acquired right to vote. He must make his voice
heard. Common Cause, a national citizens' lobby,
was created to accomplish just that. It hoped to enroll 100,000 members in its lirst year, and got that
number in 23 weeks! On its first anniversary, it had
200.000 members.
• II vies the chlel citizens' group lobbying lor Iho Conslilulionel Amendment on the 18-year old vote.
• II joined with environmental groups to deleat the SST.
• It brought the tirsl reel challenge in a generetion to the
tyrannical seniority system In Congress.

OFFICE:
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

■ It helped bring the House ot Representatives to its llrsl
recorded vole on the Vietnam War.
• It has sued the major parties lo enjoin them Irom violating the campaign spending laws.
There is much more to do. And the time to do it is
now. The American people are tired of being bilked
and manipulated. It's lime lo give this country back
to its people For additional information, write Common Cause, Box 220, Washington. D.C. 20044.
This space 1$ contributed at a
People Service by The Van Heusen Company

*\
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The Placement Office has
announced that the following
Interviewers
will
be on
campus the week of Dec. 6.
This it (be last week of
Interviews for the quarter.
Interviews for second quarter

BUSINESS

begin
January
10
Appointments for interviewcan now be made in the office

DECEMBER6

of Career
Planning and
Placement
Services,
third
floor of the Student Services
Bldg.

Magnavox Company - Corp
Acctg.
Trne.
Designer
Draftsman

report yet
F & R Lazarus & Company Dept. Mgr L Dept. Mgr. ol
Buying Trne.

DECEMBER 6

Ftodlay City Schls., O. - El.
Ed.: 14 grades, Art, Music
P.E., Sec: Home Ec., Eng.
Sci , all these are mid yr.
Will interview all areas for 72-

Mentor Bd. of Ed, 0. - Mos'
Areas except Soc. Studies

73.
Mt Vernon Schls., O. - No
report yet.

SCHOOLS

DECEMBER7

WED., DEC. 1,1971

Royal Globe Insurance - No

8:00 P.M. TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA

WTTO RADIO

DECEMBER7

THE DRAUGHT HOUSE
3415 Dorr at Byrne
Toledo, Ohio
531-9492

Buz Linhart
to perform
The Student Bodv Organization (SBO) and the Cultural
Boost is sponsoring Buzzy
Linhart
in
concert
at
Memorial Mall on Sat December 4 at 8 p.m.
Linhart is appearing as part
of the "Upcoming Performers

PRESENTS
SUNDAY
NOV. 28

"SAVOY BROWN"

Series"
Tickets are $1 and are on
sale in 405 Student Services

AISO FEATURING
"TEA"

"The) woods oro lovely, dork and doop, but I have promises to keep and milos to
90 before I sloop."—Robert frost.

Bldg.
■l

TWO SHOWS
4:00 (ALL AGES)

8:00 (18 & OVER)

$3.50 Adv.
Added Attraction
JAKE JONES
Group AIL SEATS RE
SERVED S6.00-S5.00-S4.00. TICKETS ON SALE NOW! I
Adams
Nttdlt Shop snd Univtisity Shop.ln Toltdo (I
Central Travel Agency- Seats Westlend Mall- HURRY FOR
CHOICE SEATS - BUY EARLY
«H0eaasaaisnBBBBaeaaBBaeBaeaeBBMBBBfsse*aHSBBaawsws*i

SUNDAY-OPENING
TIL 3 P.AA.

Thursday {STUDENT NIGHT
I.D.s Nee.
Admission-fl.00

ADULTS- $1.00

$4.00 At Door

I ii i '.H l.'eaters Available
{optional!

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
at 7:00

A walking corpse lusts (or revenge..
I.'ot fire consumes his body...
Burning passion consumes his soul!

DAY-Same as Sat. & Sun

TRIUMPHANT
THE GRtATtST WllOllft

R

at 9.00

CONTINUOUSiROM 2 P.M.

SPICTACLI
OF TUB* ill!

WALT
DISNEY'S

.>IT

[R ]

SCREAM at
the DEMON LOVERS

39 Ancient
£iysieian.
Ivor of Walee.
41 Actor Caeaar.
42 Tapeelry.
43 Famona Quaker.
44 Rapid motion:
Colloq.
46 Baahllng.
47 Eloctricel unit
of capacity.
48 Expected.
SO Recount.
52 Museum.
53 Voter.
54 Peephole.
55 On the contrary.

25 Rr.lr.in.
26 Ril hard.
28 Hurry: Colloq:
3 worda.
30 Member of loo
many clubs.
31 Panamanian
aeaport.
32 Seolhea.
33 Wall Street
agent.
35 Conlealanl.
38 Rowed.

DOWN
1 Meek.
2 International
harmony: Fr.:
2 words.
3 Limitation.
4 Hats.
5 It follows
prlnlempe.
6 Russian monk of
Nicholas IPs
reign.
7 Hats.
8 Gabor alster.

9
10
11
12
13
14

I

6

10

11

12

19
22
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
42
43
45
47
49
SI

coin.
Too kind.
Shine.
Scottish name.
Opera star.
Type of
contestant.
Support.
Choir member
Care in small
quantities.
Kind of goose.
Foundry.
Nudge.
as
Spring limes.
Native of
Dogpalch:
Fall name.
Thicket.
Transportation
syetem.
Cultivate.
8
Legislator.
Compassionate.
»
I
Roaie V
On the qul rive.
Dry up.
Tablet.
Worry.
I
Links place.
0
Maryland:
P
2 words.

■

essmePM
-Bi^

SUTBT

1
Mr
■»

26

.-£ ■■"
"" !Jr _ ■"
49

mx

si

■

wMfc
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They keep coming back in a blood thirsty
lust for I'UMAN PUSH! Pits the dead
against the living in a struggle for
survival!

LIVING

■?

6

■■ii [

FRIDAY SATURDAY ONLY
at 10:30

* r

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD

9

'71 1 >cii [ reatwrrt Corp

24 I ii" -11

VELVET VAMPIRE

"BILLY JACK"-7:10, 9:30

Thursday-THANKSGIVING

1

ACROSS
1 Bother.
7 Hal.
13 Story Ml lo
music.
14 Something
renewed.
15 Occasionally:
2 wordi.
16 Promenede.
17 Legal claims.
18 NATO or
SEATO.
20 Creek goddess.
21 Imparted.
22 Condoiu.
23 Angora.

Box office opens at 6:30
Cartoons at 7:00

4

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
2a j

the

-STARTS WEDNKSDAYEVE.-7, 925-Thu. Sat. Sun.-2. 4:15, 7,9:25

3

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DRAUGHT HOUSE
MON. A WED. 5:30 - 7:00 P.M.

She's waiting to love you... TO DEATH!
Climax after climax of terror and desire
where the living change places with the
dead.
Michael Blodgett
Sherrv Miles

ENDS
TUES

2

?

DU c. E.

ANSWU

TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

T A R

0 im'
T

i L 1 A N

i U

N G E

M
R E

III

0

EM s
T

by Branl p.rk.r u< Jok.ay kauri

THE WIZARD OF ID

MGMS

FABULOUS
F©UR
Box office opens 7:15 Evenings at 8:00
Saturday Sunday at 4:30.8 10

TECHNrCOtOW

.«»., m i n „,...,,

IVI "t-t !>,•*, Praevi.

ESS "FELLINI SATYRICON"- 7:10, 9:30
STARTS WEDNESDAY
EVES.-730, 9:30- TK'U. SAT. SUN- 2.3:40.5:30. 7:30.9:30
IMATINEES-TI'URSDAY.THANKSGIVING- also SAT
CONTINUOUS FROM 2 P.M.

To maritat, to market
to set you boot friend

SUN

SPECIAL: THANKSGIVING SHOWS
THUR. ONLY "DOCTOR ZHIVAGO"
at 1:00, 4:30, 8:10
DONT FORGET-THURSDAY ALL DAY
BGSU and HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
ALL DAY

$1.00

ALL DAY

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED "wn
(AMPUSCALENDAR
Tuesday Nov 23. 1971
Student Worshiping Service. 6 pm. Proul Chapel
Falcon Flashback. 7 30 pm. Dogwood Suite. Union
Wednesday Nov 24.1971

1W1NNER 0F6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
DAVID LEAN'S

Surl ol Thanksgiving Vacation
Monday Nov 29.1971

DOCTOR
ZHilAGO

OPEN MEETING FOR ALL COMMUNITY WOMEN.
Discussion ol Women's History Library. Ad Hoc Comm
lo study Ihe States ol Faculty Women Film Make out
Women In Ihe Arts week, grievance reports eic Capitol
Room. Union. 8 pm

LOST AND FOUND
Reward no questions asked
for return of man's black
wallet or contents lost Sat at
204 Lehmann Rugby Party.
352 7323 or Geol Grad Office
Ron
FOUND: keys on bench at N
endSrdtl U Hall call 353-4612
before noon
HELP WANTED
Salesman-distributor for large
selection 8-track stereo tapes,
all kkxls. up-to-date 1/3 coil
of factory tapes. Send name.
address and phone Boi 1113.
Alburquerque, New Mexico
17111

Lou GossettSusan Clark

—.BraidaS^ES BtV^Asniy-AndrewDuggan

"Gdailw'Bleu

the

Beits

^EU" '
and

Children"

"«e» I*. ■>■"
Something Big

Female wallet wailed for
local entertalnktt group call
241-4*71 or 343-4241 eat 334
ToMa

Fri Ii Sal Pagliai s I0O4 S
Main 352 7571
LOOK'! LARGE 12 lb wash 25
cents at STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT 12 doors
(rom Lums 1
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
custom wedding rings PML1P
MORTON JEWELRY 112 W
Wooster Open 9-5 353-9932
SPECIAL' I lb dry cleaning
12 50 STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT 12 doors
from Lums l
PERSON NALS
Congrats to Sue and Bob on
your Phi Mu - SAE pinning •
Phi Alpha' Phi Mu Luv ■ The
Slaters

SERVICES OFFERED
Will do typing Ph 352-9385

Congratulations Shirley and
Tee 00 your engagement 'Roomie"

ELECTRONIC SERVICE:
TV. stereo, tape products. From one "Bird Lover" to
leave it with ua over another. CHI OMEGA wishes
a
HAPPY
Thanksgiving break, it .ill be you
ready w'ten you return RJ't THANKSGIVING"!
Appliance 4 TV 301 S Main
The slaters of Phi Me say
Ph 353-2361
congrats to Debbie and Ralph
Adorable puppy needs a food on their engagement!! Best
e«ne Loves Ihe outdoors A wishes ever' We'll miss you'
great with kida. Call Cindy Luv - Your Sisters
352-6376
There was a boy named
Freddie. Who owned kail a
Store your bike for Ike winter
Vettle. Ke went to a race, and
See pages
came in first place, but it waa
his
nose, that won In this
COMING TO LASALLES
Ctirletmas College Night ■ cast!! Your ■greek"buddies
Lota of foodies Watch for
No one's tackier tka* you!
cornplete details
Congrats Shirley en your
PAGUA1S NEW HOURS: 5 lagsgimnnt Lav ya-Kathy.
antil 2 Sea thru Thara 5 until 3 Coanle. Becky* Ma,/

Rk-kie - Thank you lor this
past weekend, lorever and
three days With love your
lascivious B
COMING TO LASALLES
Christmas College Night Lois
of goodies • Watch for
complete details
FOR SALE OR RENT
2 pickup Conrad guilar-llke
new 360 Mas 352-0007
1968 Toyota e*. cond call 3722271 e> 19

Need 1 f to sublet apartment
lor Winter Quarter 3527633
Faculty A stall - The ultimate
in living Rock Ledge Manor
550 Suth St 353-5*91 or 3527177
I female needed lo sublet
beautiful cozy apt. winter A
spring. East Merry St.
Reasonable rent call 353-9335
Rooms for 3 fern WAS Qtrs
Private entrance, kitchen
privileges 201 S College

66 TR4 Triumph new painl.
good condition 353-4751

Sublet 2 bdrm apt. SI45.
unfurn 402 High 2B 6 10 pm

19(7 Austin Healy 3000. ei
cond ph 472-1079. Toledo. Ohio

Fern, wants 1 breflK. apt 2nd
qlr|73-M> range Ph3S3-SOSS

Falcon Square Apis FREE
RENT, call after 6 pm MonFri 352-5334
Elfxiency apt for 1 or 2
870 mo 352-0820 after 11 pm
2 man ell apt available 2nd
qtr. 354-3473 after 3pm
11 needed 2nd and 3rd qtr 155
■ 352-7263
NEED I or 2 male roommates
H0 mo 801 Fifth St 352-5056
Single room for male student
near campus paean 362-7385

APT AVAIL 2nd. 3rd qtr 2
bdrm 354-7221
Girl needed lor apt Winter
Spring-Win So ph 352-7849
Coay apt perfect for huswife
or any two
Wuit t, Spr.
$135 mo 352-5379 Terry
M roommate needed 2-man
apt FREE deposit 352-0015
2 F. roommates needed 2
bdrm house 1 bll from
campus 337 50 mo call 3525202
M r-mate Srooa apt S75/mo
354-3303

Students - I bdrm, I bath
w/aell cleaahag kitchen 840
Sixth St 353-5681 or 352-7177

One M 2 bd (urn apt. 863 mo
352-0574

1 and 3 bdrm apta. turn aad
unfurn Call Peadletoa Realty
at 363-3641. after 3 - call 363-

Fm. rant no deposit 886 3532721 Hblklrm campus

The tO News,Tu—day, M—tm M. Wl/ftga »

Colonel defends
campus ROTC
Ll Col. David Brannerman,
newly appointed chairman of
the department of aerospace
studies, said recently be has
not heard any arguments
against Air Force ROTC that
would substantiate student
demands to move the program
off campus.
"I think Air Force ROTC
should remain on campus and
continue to receive credit,"
Brannerman said.
Brannerman took over as
chairman of the department
August 20, succeeding retiring
chairman Col. Philip H.
Garuti
In spite of disturbances last
spring. Brannerman said he
will continue to operate the
departmenl "as usual."
HE SAID there are no
immediate changes required
for ROTC to remain an active
group on campus.

Science
Library
A spokesman lor the
Science Library in the
Math-Science Bldg has
announced hours for the
Thanksgiving break.
Wednesday. November
24, Ham 5pm
Thursday. November
25, Closed
Friday. November 26.
8a.m -5p.m.
Saturday. November 27.
Closed
Sunday. November 28
l-10p.m.

Tribute paid
to Kennedy
ARLINGTON. Va (APIThousands of people climbed a
grassy, windswept hillside
yesterday to pay tribute to
John Fitzgerald Kennedy on
the eighth anniversary of his
assassination.
Leading the procession
through acres of small white
markers was Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy who arrived at
Arlington National Cemetery
in the early morning hours,
coatless, solemn and alone.
For a quarter-hour the
Massachusetts
Democratic
senator stood before his
brother's grave, shivering in
the November chill, arms
folded, head bowed. Then,
making the sign of the cross,
he knelt and placed a single
white carnation on the stone.
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA

Sunday Dae. 12-8 p.m.

Alice Cooper
WITH HIS AUNtW SHOW
PIUS
TEAGARDEH VA«WIWKLE

mmmt
BOB SEGUR
JONATHAN BOUND
3 Acts f «f 3 K-c Shew

Tckiis $4 50 Mwm $5.50 M if
ADAH S WEE01E m i

CCN in financial straifs

However, he said the
department continually
"reviews and revises the Air
Force ROTC program tt
insure currency and relevancy."
Although the Curriculum
Committee in the College of
Business Administration is
currently holding hearings on
demands to remove academic
credit now awarded to
students participating in the
program and to move the
entire program off campus.
Brannerman said he and his
colleagues have never considered moving the program
to an off-campus location.
The largest group of
commissioned officers since
the class of 1968 will graduate
from the ROTC program
this year, he said
However, he said freshmen
enrollment in the program
fall is down 40 per cent.
BRANNERMAN SAID the
recent changes in the Selective Services System are
responsible for the decrease in
enrollment.
"I feel we have a good program at present, and we continually seek ways to improve
our offering to the students."
he said.
Brannerman said he volunteered for the chairmanship.
His qualifications were
reviewed by Air Force officials. President Hollis A.
Moore Jr
and other
University administrators
before he was appointed to the
post

OFS considers steps
to improve education
The Ohio Faculty Senate
i OFS), an organization to consider matters of public higher
education in the state, is
currently working on
measures to better education
at the state level, according to
its chairman. Dr. Michael
Moore, associate professor of
history.
"OFS members, chosen
from Faculty Senates at statesupported schools, are trying
to work for a better group
budget as well as trying to
strengthen relationships with
Ohio's state legislatures."
said Moore.
The group is an information
gathering body called upon by
state legislative groups for its
findings and opinions
Moore explained that since
1963. an increase in spending
for higher education has
brought about concern on how
that money is spent. The
group will be able to present
opinions from faculty members to decision-making
groups at the state level
Tenure,
the guarantee

Printing budget drained

given to a faculty member
after a cerlrain probationary
period, that he cannot be dismissed except for severe misconduct or impotence, is
currently under discussion.
"The reasons for our study
of the concept of tenure is to
take a fresh look at it, in the
light of the great changes in
higher education." said
Moore.

The Crystal City News
(CCN) is in danger of folding
if enough copies of the present
issue are not sold to meet the
cost of printing, according to
Calvin Stewart. CCN staff
member.
Stewart said the CCN needs
to make $200 from this issue to
be able to print again.
"1 thought we were finally
putting out a paper people
could relate to instead of an
opinion or indoctrination
paper." Stewart said.
But. although they have
received compliments on how
much better and cheaper the
paper is. people just aren't
buying, he said.
"We have no financial
footing. The desire is there,
but the money isn't," he said.
HMMBMlt by Mvcy I

Open

ALTHOUGH THE CCN gets
some money from advertising, Stewart said "half of

The department of industrial education hopes to re-open its
labs to members of the University community who have the
experience to use the equipment. Jim Kohreng, graduate
student, vorks at one of the machines.

labs?

according

to

Jim

Lemmerman. vice president
o( the Industrial Education
and Technology Association
(IBTA1,
The labs offered the
beginning student a chance to
make or design anything he
wished, while at the same
time it provided confidence
and valuable teaching
experience to seniors who
monitored the labs.''
Lemmerman said.

HE LABELED the
experiment a success. "An
average of seven students per
lab was maintained during
the trial period." he said.
A report on the program
will be submitted to provost
Stanley Coffman. according
to Bob Wierman, past vice
president of ICTA.
Wierman, Lemmerman,
and Tony Gallo. president of
IKTA last year, are writing
the report
According to this year's
president, Jeff Sawyer, the
report will include both the
good and the bad aspects of
last spring's program.
"If the report is approved,
the labs will hopefully re-open
winter quarter," Wierman
said.
'IKTA will recommend
that the industrial education

Improve they will continue
publishing as long as possible,
he said.
THE FOOD FOR Thought
Co-op was also cloee to extinction earlier in the quarter
because of financial difficulties but Vlnce Giarratama,
member of the co-op, said the
danger is no longer as
immediate.
The co-op is now in the process of collecting money by
selling memberships for $10,
Glarratanna said. Store sales
had picked up since the beginning of the quarter and the coop is now breaking even.
The co-op members hope to
collect $1000 and Glarratanna
said he thinks they wUl do it.
He said the memberships
will be held In a special
account and if enough money
is not collected to continue the
Stewart said they will prob- co-op, the store will be closed
ably put out one more issue and the money will be
unless sales pick up. If sales ■ returned.

You. dtarrt haueio be Italfan to
6n)o^pfi6Linr6f.ne-fbodL6i

IE may re-open labs
The industrial education
departmenl may re-open its
labs winter quarler to any
members of the University
community who have the
experience necessary to use
the equipment
Last spring, labs were
opened on a trial basis Id
expand student learning and
experiences in technology,

the ads are free because a tot
of advertisers, like Food for
Thought, cant afford the tt
for the ad."
"I give away most of the
papers free;" he added.
Stewart said he thinks if
organizations like Middle
Class Youth. Radical Forum
and the Yippie party could
hold more "gigs" in the Men's
Gym, the CCN could be sold at
the door.
He said he thinks CCN could
make $10 or $20 this way.
However, he said there are
many difficulties involved in
scheduling events in the gym.
There are not as many
bands this year that will play
free as there were last year,
he said He added that the
memberof these organizations
have problems getting space.

department lake complete
control of the labs in order to
resolve problems faced by
students last spring." he said.
ONE OF THE major
difficulties last year was
acquiring liability insurance
for student proctors, he
explained.
Wierman said if the
program is continued, labs
will be open for students
interested in wood working,
metal working, electronics,
graphics, drafting and
photography.
"Qualification for lab use
will be based on a skill test or
previous courses." he said
No restrictions will be
placed on sex ■ or major or
minor areas of study,
Wierman explained
^^^

• SpoqHcttt

• salad

• 6oT|icGpe*i

• Subs
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Caesar
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BICYCLE
STORAGE
THIS WINTER CAN YOU STORE YOUR BIKE IN
THE DORM?
HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT AN EASY WAY TO
GET IT HOME?
DO YOU PLAN TO LEAVE IT OUT IN THE COLD?

WE CAN OFFER YOU AN AL TERN A TIVE!
For the first time winter bicycle storage is being offered to Bowling Green students.
Bicycles will be picked up directly behind Moseley
Hall November 21, 22, 23 from 12:00 noon till 6:00
p.m. and Nov. 24 from 10 till 2. Your advance payment of $12.50 will insure a safe dry place for your
wheels this winter. Spring delivery will be determined by the weather, sometime following spring
break.
BEHIND
MOSELEY HALL

12:00-6:00 P.M.

NOV. 21,22,23
10-2 NOV. 24

SPONSORED BY UTTIM JIM'S BIKE SHOP, MAUMEE, OHIO
•BICYCLE MAINTENANCE WILL BE OFFERED AT A SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

> */Th. K> News, Tueedoy, Ntvtmbw 23. 1971

Report cites neighborhood survey
By Harold Brown
AM. Maaaglag Editor
A neighborhood survey,
completed by the city's planning consultants, breaks the
city into six geographical
areas and describes land use.
structure conditions and
street capacity in each area in
an effort to pinpoint problem
areas.
The survey is the final preliminary report submitted to
the city toward the planned
updating of the Master Plan
The report was completed by
Samborn. Stekctee, Otis and
Evans, of Toledo
Planning districts are used
as analytical units which are
self-contained, and for which
a sub-section plan might be
formulated, according to the
planners
THE REPORT pointed out
that, although Bowling Green
has not yet reached the
population which makes these

geographical breakdowns
fully functional, the city will
be well within the range by
1990, the period (or which the
Master Plan is designed
The six planning districts of
the city are
-The Old Town district The
report defines this area as
that built primarily before
World War II. "The old town
is focused on downtown as the
center of its commercial
community life." it said.
This district also contains
many of the substandard
dwellings in the city, according to the report A survey
found 80 structures in the district to be substandard This is
4 9 per cent of the total structures in the district
"This is not an exceptionally high number for the
part of town containing those
buildings generally in need of
the greatest amount of aid."
the report said.
The substandard structures
were found scattered

throughout the area but the
majority are located east of
Main Street. An intensified
inspection program could
alleviate the problem,"
according to the report.
-THE UNIVERSITY district. "The University is the
single most dominant activity
in the city," the report said.
However, it pointed out that
the city should not ignore the
University just because it is
state-owned
The report cited the University as the major reason for
eliminating substandard housing and buildings in this district "Acquisition by the
University has resulted in
demolition, and further purchases will probably eliminate
all substandard buildings." it
said
--East Residential district.
This area was cited by the
planners as experiencing the
most rapid residential growth

in the city. "Ample land
remains in the area for east
residential
development,
although the present street
circulation system will not be
adequate unless extended
street development occurs,"
the report said.
"The largest continuous
area of blight in Bowling
Green is the area bounded by
South College Drive and
Manville Avenue," it said.

This district contains a large
proportion of single family
housing units and new
construction is being planned,
according to the report.
"Newer streets are of
generally adequate construction, although the roadway
pattern is discontinuous and
confusing in some sections,.,
the report said.
THE PHYSICAL structure
survey found few substandard
dwellings in the district.
THE REPORT classified 35
--Commercial-Industrial
structures in the district as North. The planners saw this
blighted, or 7.7 per cent of the district as the spine of the
total. Many substandard units industiral make-up of the city.
are located in apartment The district already contains a
areas. Because of this, the substantial amount of existing
planners recommended they industry and contains subbe removed as soon as possi- stantial land for future
ble
development.
-Commercial-Industrial
There is little housing in this
district south. This district is area and no structures were
dominated by commercial found to be substandard.
activities with some housing
along its peripheries. The
report cited the new commercial interests constructed in
the district in recent years
and strong industrial growth
because of a freeway interchange and access to two rail
lines.
"The number of blighted
WASHINGTON (AP)-In a
structures in the area are
small and would respond to a landmark ruling the Supreme
city-wide code enforcement Court yesterday unanimously
barred arbitrary discriminaprogram," the report said.
-West Residential District tion against women by legis-

district

The Eatt Residential district of the city contains many of the
substandard dwellings in the city. The survey found 35
structures in the district to be below standards.

Two University debate
teams qualified for
elimination rounds at two
separate tournaments this
past weekend.
Dennis Wilson, sophomore
(Ed.), and Rolayne Smith.
Junior (Ed), competing in
the Dixie Classic Tournament
at Wake Forest University,
finished preliminary rounds
with a 5-3 record to advance
into iin,i (in,il competition.
Wilson and Ms. Smith
defeated teams from Emory
University. University of
Florida, Florida State. West
Georgia and Southern
Florida.
The BGSU team of Dan
DeStephen. senior (Ed,), and

Ralph Carbone, junior (Ed),
compiled a 7-1 record in
preliminary rounds at the
Ohio State University
tournaments, also qualifying
for the octa-final round
DeStephen and Carbone
defeated teams from Illinois
State, Miami University,
Akron, Wooster, Southern
Illinois and Illinois College.
The next competition for
Rowling Green will be the
weekend of December 3-5.
Varsity teams will compete
at Iowa State University, and
a four-man novice unit will
compete in the Butler
University
Novice
Tournament

Students question Taft
on Kent Affairs report
Editor's Note: The following
is reprinted from the Kent
Stater, the student newspaper
at Kent State University. It
bcludes a reply from Sen.
Robert A. Tall concerning a
request by Kent students Greg
Rambo and Paul Keane for a
federal
grand
Jury
Investigation of the May. 1979
Kent disturbances, and the
students' answer to Sen.
Tafl's letter.
November 10.1971
Messrs Greg Rambo and Paul
Keane

Kent Slate UnWeraitj
Wright I'all
Kent. Ohio 44243
Dear Messrs Kambo and
Keane
This will acknowledge your
letter of the third The matter
was thoroughly investigated
by the Department of Justice,
and there is nc basis for
convening a Grand Jury
Sincerely.
Robert Taft. Jr
United States Senate
November 16,1971
Dear Senator Taft:
Having received your
discouraging response to our
letter of November 3. we can
only hope that the
investigation conducted by the
Department of Justice was a
bit more comprehensive and
informative than your barren,
blunt reply.
One of the distressing
aspects of the Kent Affair is
that despite ail of the
Investigations so far
conducted, several major
questions remain unanswered,
notably among them the
precise reasons the
guardsmen discharged their

federal offense punishable by
imprisonment, or fine, or
both
Only a federal grand jury
can address itself to any
possible violation of the U.S.
Code and only such a jury can
determine whether or not
Sergeant Shafer "willfully"
shot Joseph Lewis and
whether or not any other
guardsmen who fired into the
1 The Justice Department crowd-and have admitted to
says it has reason to believe the FBI so doing-were acting
"that the claim by the willfully
National Guard that their
lives were endangered by the
In dismissing the call for a
students was FABRICATED federal grand jury you have
SUBSEQUENT TO THE apparently failed to note these
EVENT." (Emphasis added i facts
Further, you have
Mr. 1 F Stone, in his book apparently ignored the
containing the Justice judgment of Messrs. William
Department summary, points Scranlon. James Ahem, Wm.
to the grounds for federal Matthew Bryne. Jr., Erwin
intervention in light of the c.inh.mi Joseph Rhodes. Jr.
"fabrication" possibility by- i members of President
noting this could be a Nixon s commission on
"conspiracy to obstruct Campus Unresti, the General
justice" by "making false Board of the National Council
statements to the FBI."
of the Churches of Christ in
2. The Justice Department the USA and 21 of your
summary also says that the colleagues who feel that a
FBI ballistics and the federal grand jury ought to be
statements of witnesses convened, to say nothing of
makes it possible for the the sentiment of 10,400 Kent
Department to state that Sgt. State University members.
Lawrence Shafer deliberately As we write this letter, the
shot student Joseph Lewis Ohio Council of Churches has
(who was 60 feet away) for added its name to the list of
"making an obscene gesture." those calling for a Federal
It is our opinion this Grand Jury.
As a lawyer you must have
conclusion alone warrants the
convening of a federal grand reasons to support your
jury to investigate this assertion that there is "no
violation of Section 242 of the basis" for a federal grand
United SUtes Code. Title 18 jury. As your constituents, we
This section is very specific, respectfully request that you
and, as best we can recall, explain in detail your reasons
declares that whosoever, why you feel there should not
under color of law. willfully be a Federal Grand Jury, with
subjects any inhabitant of any particular reference to items
state to deprivation of any land2above,
rights secured to the
Sincerely
inhabitant by the Constitution
Gre_ mJnbo
and laws of the United SUtes
Paul Keane
shall have committed a

However, the report pointed
out that a code enforcement
program is needed for the
entire city to prevent additional problems and to solve
existing problems.
The final recommendation
of the planners was to
coordinate code enforcement
programs with an upgrading
program for storm drainage,
and streets and sidewalk* in
those areas of existing or
potential blight.

Court upholds
women's rights

Two debate teams
make finals round

Residential

A composite puyMcal condition report showed 3.9 per
cent of the structures in the
city are substandard. But the
planners point out that this
figure is not high.
Only the third planning district has enough substandard
structures to warrant a strong
code-enforcement program,
according to the report.

lators everywhere in the
nation.
The startling decision,
announced by Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger, was the
first by the high court
cloaking women with the
equal-protection clause of the
Constitution, the basis for
earlier rulings advancing the
rights of Negroes.
Burger said legislatures
may treat women differently
from men only when the purpose is reasonable.
The decision came in a relatively obscure case from
Idaho in which the father and
mother of a deceased son
had vied for the right to
administer his estate of less
than fl.OOO. Under state law
the father had been named the
administrator.
"We have concluded."
Burger said, "that the arbitrary preference established
in favor of males by... the
Idaho code cannot stand in the
face of the 14th amendment's
command that no state deny
the equal protection of the
laws to any person within its
jurisdiction."

r**w*^#»#t* wy Msrcy

City
housing

The city's planning consultants have
submitted their sinal preliminary report
toward the updating of the Master
Plan. This segment deals with local
substandard housing.

Campaign financing
revised by Senate
WASHINGTON (API- The
Senate revised the presidential campaign financing
plan yesterday to permit taxpayers to designate which
party is to receive their Jl
contribution
Democrats supported the
change, proposed by Sen
Charles Mathias H Mil in
an effort to pick up some
Republican votes for the entire
plan. The Mathias amendment
was adopted 72-27.
As originally proposed, the
plan provided only for a $1
checkoff into a nonpartisan
fund from which each major
party presidential nominee
could draw equally

DEMOCRATS SAID they
believed they had the votes to
nail the campaign-financing
proposal into the $27-billion
tax-cut bill now before the
Senate
Ninety-nine senators were
on hand for the test. The only
absentee was Sen Karl E.
Mundt(R-S.D I who has been
ill for more than two years.
As the time for voting
approached Republicans
continued to offer amendments in vain efforts to hamstring the plan, which they
denounced as a "slush fund"
and "a raid on the Treasury"
designed to help the Democrats in 1972.

Help Kent State
Kent State University needs your help
Over 10.380 members of our campus signed a petition asking
President Nixon to convene a federal grand jury on the Kent State
affair. (To date, only a local grand jury; whose report was so biased
that a Federal District Court Judge, upheld on Oct. 22. by the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals, ordered it expunged from the record and
physically destroyed, has weighed the evidence.)
On Oct. 18, Kent's President. Dr Glenn Olds, flew to Washington

weapons on May 4,1970
We
note
y our
assertion "there is no basis
for convening a Grand Jury"
and we are tempted to reply
with an equally sweeping
dictum Hut. as members of
an intellectual community, we
find it impossible to make
such unqualified assertions in
the face of the following facts

and presented the petition at the White House He was assured an
answer by the end of November.
Our mammoth task now is to get their colleges and universities to
support our petition.
Bill L Slocum
President of the Student Body
Kent State University.

Dear President Nixon:
We. the undersigned, support the over 10,380 members of Kent State University in
requesting you to convene a federal grand jury to investigate the Kent State affair.

Name
2.

UBWIBM

Address

.

3.
4
5.
6
7.
8
9
10.
11.
12
13.
14
15
16
17.
18.
19.
20
21.

Return to the BG News office, 106 University Hall
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Win on last-second score

Varsity edges freshmen
By Jack Cult
Sports Editor
"There's nothing like
playing on the road," said
varsity basketball coach Pat
Haley after the varsity edged
the freshman 100-98 last night.
Haley was refering to the
boos he and his varsity team
received from the fans as they
chose to stall the game
waiting for the fainal shot.
With l 29 to play in the
game a basket by ireshman
Dick Selgo tied the score at 98all. With 107 left Haley called
time out to set up a stall
offense With 35 seconds left,
freshman coach Ivory
Suesberry called a time out
and with nine seconds to play,
Haley called the final time out
to set up the last shot.
The play worked as Jeff
Lessig took Jeff Montgomery
inside and hit the winning field
goal

^1
Where's
the ball?

Tom Bobik (22), Joxk Wissman (25), Dovo Duffy (30) and
Davo Turner (31) look for the ball in last night's vartityfroshman game.

Bowling Green came
through with its best performance ever in the National
Collegiate Athleiic Association cross country finals with
a 7th place finish at the
University of Tennessee
course in Knoxville yesterday.
The Falcons were led by
Dave Wot tie, whose 30:06

leers wallop Western
by 6'1 ". 210-poind Bob
he continued
Watson is hoping his' Stewart.
AND WHEN THE Falcons
Mustangs get another shot at
Bowling Green's icers are B(l when the two teams join play in the east, they have to
preparing for another date Windsor and Michigan Dec. remember the more strict
with destiny this weekend 28-29 for the Flint style of refereeing. a
stumbling block in past
after recording two non- Tournament
spectacular but rebounding
When asked to compare the seasons since BG has spent
wins over a tired, Western Falcons with Michigan, a most of its time killing
Ontario club last weekend at team the Mustangs beat. 3-2 in penalties
Further, if past history is
overtime for their only win in
the Ice Arena
The Falcons. 8-4 and 4-2 five starts. Watson said he any indication, Vivian's icers
winners over Western, moved didn't think BG would have are not the same team when
they go on the road, in view of
their record to 4-2 after two much of a chance
their 4-10-1 mark of last
setbacks to Michigan State the
previous week Now they face
"MICHIGAN IS
A season.
"Our lines are coming,''
a task tantamount to that physically tougher team." he
important MSI series, a pair said
"They have four said Vivian, reviewing the
of games with rugged forwards who would outrank changes he had made earlier
Rensselaer I'olytech Institute all BG's forwards including in the week.
(RPI I in Troy, N.Y.
"THE BARTLEY, (Ron)
(Mikel Bartley and McCosh."
Falcon coach Jack Vivian,
"There's not much to say Wise and (Bob) Watson line
while happy with the two about this one. boys." said has looked good and the
wins, wasn't so happy about Vivian, after the sweep, McCosh (Gerry Bradburythe way they were earned.
obviously showing concern Pete Badour) line is settling
with this week's opponent. down," said Vivian. "Now if
SIX GOALS against BG in "We've got to get our power we can iust get (Steve) Ball
two games-the majority of play going." he continued and these guys (Brian)
which were tainted, had "We move it around well on Williams (Ted) Sator
Vivian wondering to himself their end of the rink but can't going..."
how his young Falcons will put it in."
Vivian was also pleased
fare against a seasoned and
The Falcons will have cash with rookie Steve Sertich's
physical RPI on unfriendly in on what breaks they have' good performance of late. His
against RPI. a team with nine No. 4 line has given the
ice.
"When you win two games of its 12 forwards over 180 Falcons quite a lift, although
without Glen Shirton. you're points, not to mention seven linemate Ron Stone won't
doing pretty well." said experienced defensemen. led make the trip this weekend.
Vivian, speaking of his injured
defenseman. still suffering
chest muscle spasms.
After two quick goals by
Western midway through the
first period Friday, the
Falcons erupted for seven
straight of their own to win
going away. Gord McCosh led
The annuai North-South senior soccer all-star game was won
the way with two goals, (four by the North. 3-1 Sundav.
points) while defensemen Rog Four Bowling Green players. Bob Gofus, Howv Siegel. Don
Archer and Chuck Gyles Gable and Ivan Madar playecfor the North in the game. Coach
chipped in with a goal and two Mickey Cochrane was an assistant coach for the North.
For their performances Gofus and Siegal were named to the
assists apiece.
18-man all-Ohio team that will play the Indiana all-stars Dec. 4
THEN SATURDAY night, at Wright State University in Dayton
Madar was selected first alternate for the game.
before the sixth straight 3,500
capacity-plus crowd, BG
THE ANNUAL Orange-Brown intra-squad swimming meet
broke a 2-2 tie after one period
with solo goals in the second was won by the Orange squad, 67-54 this weekend.
Steve Breithaupt. a sophomore, led the Orange team winning
and third frames for the
50-yard freestyle in 22.7 and the 100-yard freestyle in 51.8.
sweep.
. Al Leilch. Brian Celantano. Wayne Chester, another sophomore, won both diving
Ted Sator and Pete Badour competitions for the Orange squad.
The swimming teams' first meet will be the Michigan Relays
each scored once while Terry
Miskolczi did a good job in Dec. 4. They start Mid-American Conference competition Jan
15 when they entertain Ohio University.
goal for the Falcons.
The two games were
THE BOWLING GREEN women's swimming team won this
Western's fifth and sixth in
nine days and Mustang coach weekend over Ohio University and Cleveland State by placing
Ron Watson admitted his club first in all but two cf the events.
Leading the way were Pat McCain. Valerie Newell and Janice
was a bit on the dreary side
Kaker each with two individual wins and swimming on a
"I WAS PLEASED to see winning relay team.
Barb Parrish was on both winning relay teams. Amy Smith
they had the energy to come
back Saturday. " he said. "To and Sue Vorhis each had one individual win and a relay team
win. Debbie Baltz was also on a winning relay team.
be truthful. I was expecting al
The meet was the last meet of the quarter for the women. The
least a split down here, but w«
next meet will be the International meet held In Canada on Jan.
just didn't hit 'em hart
22 The next home meet wUI be Feb. 12 against Slippery Rock.
enough. BG's not any better
this year than in past years,'

IN THAT SPAN the
freshman were all over the
floor causing the varsity to
make errors and then
capitalizing on the situation
Another big player in the
comeback was forward Ron
Weber who had 23 points in the
game and six in the comeback
stretch.

While Cornelius Cash. BUI
Howard. Montgomery and
Selgo have been getting all the
attention. Weber has not been
mentioned frequently. But
after tonight, his name may
be mentioned more often.
"Everybody was up tight at
the beginning of the game and
Ron was just playing his usual
game. He played well." said
Haley.
With his late scoring
splurge. Montgomery totaled
21 second-half points and 29
for the game.
Leading the varsity was
forward Tom Scott with 20
points. Haley was also
impressed with Scott.
"Scott has a great desire to
play the game." said Haley.
"He went to the University ol
Maryland basketball
camp and got it all together
this summer "

impressive part of the contest
would have to be the way the
varsity set up and ran to
perfection, their offense
Before the game, Haley had
indicated that to win. the varsity would have to execute
their offense most of the time
They did it last night and it
showed as they had the
talented freshman down 24
points with sever, minutes to
pUy But then Haley substituted and the freshman
staged their big comback.
"The varsity first team
(Scott. Lessig. Al Russ. Jeff
Booms and Le Henson I looked
real good. The first group
played real well together."
said Haley
"The second team got in a
shoot-out with the freshman
and came out second best,"
commented Haley.
He explained the freshman
comback as a breakdown of
ASIDE FROM INDI- the momentum by the varsity
VIDUAL standouts, the most substitution*

ASIDE FROM the (act that
the varsity won, Haley said
the game was good for the
Bowling Green basketball program.
"Everyone got a chance to
play in front of a crowd. It waa
a good close exciting game
and it might even tell tome
tickets." commented Haley.
Besides the first vanity
five. Dalynn Badenhop played
well, hitting seven of 11 from
the field for 14 oointt.
After the first frethman
five. Brent Moss (10 points I
played well as the sixth man.
Both teams will now spend
the next week getting ready
the regular season opener
against Dayton Both the varsity and the freshman have
games scheduled at Dayton.
December 1 The varsity then
goes to Marquette. December
4. The first home game it
December 11 against Ball
State

Harriers 7th in NCAA

Prepare for RPI

By Fred R. Oilllp
Assistant Sports Editor

But the story of the game is
not the last-second win by the
varsity but the way the game
got tied
With just over seven
minutes to play the varsity
had their biggest lead of the
game. 91-67. But a basket by
Montgomery at 6:50 put the
freshman on the road to the
biggest comeback that
Anderson Arena may see this
year.
Montgomery hit 16 points in
the last seven minutes to lead
the freshman in their
comeback thai was capped by
Selgo's basket.

He suffered a badly sprained
wrist in Saturday's action.
Asked if he'll make any
changes this week. Vivian
cracked: "I think I'll wear a
different color hat "
But
changes or not. the Falcons
could be up to their ears in
trouble against RPI.

4?

time for the six-mile course
earned him the only allAmerican award won by a.
Mid-American Conference
runner in the race
Oregon won the team title
with 83 points Runner-up was
Washington State, the team
that defeated Oregon for the
Pacific F.ight championship
Pennsylvania. Villanova.
Eastern Tennessee. Kansas,
BG. Penn Slate, Northern
Arizona and U>ng Beach State
rounded out the top ten.
Steve Prefontaine of Oregon retained his individual
title with a time of 29:14
Garry Bjorkland of Minnesota
and Mike Slack of North
Dakota State were a distant
second and third.
Thirty full teams competed
in the NCAA, and a total of 292
individuals
participated
Falcon coach Mel Brodt
termed the course a "tough
and challenging "one.
Two Falcons with a strong
pre-meet chance to finish in
the top 25. and qualify for allAmerica, failed in their bid.
Tracy Elliott and Steve
Danforth were 34th and 35th a
year ago; however, Danforth
improved only two places and
Elliott slipped to 51st from
their showings a year ago.
Bob McOmber was 126th
and Chris Doyle finished 140th
to round out the Falcon first
five. Rick Schnittker was

170th and Jim Ferstle placed
208th Brodt was pleased with
McOmber and Doyle's performances.
THE COACH was also
happy with the seventh place
finish of the team (228 points).
The Falcons finished in the
top ten for the third straight
year, improving from ninth in
1969 and eighth in 1970
It was the fourth consecutive year BG had an allAmerican. Sid Sink won
national honors three years in
a row as a Falcon harrier.
Wottle received the all-American award, his season's goal,
in his final effort. He was 30th
as a sophomore but didn't run
last year because of leg
injuries.
BG avenged the two defeats
they incurred during the
season, at the nationals. The
Falcons finished ahead of
Indiana (16th), the only team
to beat BG in a 9-1 dual
season, and Miami (11th).
which upset the Falcons for
the Mid-American Conference
championship.
The final meet of the season
is tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. in
Atlanta. Former Falcon Sid
Sink and University biology
graduate assistant Rich
Bruggers will join the Falcons
as they run in the United
States Track and Field
Federation championships at

Shot

Bob Hotaling (54) battles frothman
Dan Hebel (15) and Dave Tumor (31)
to got oH a shot.

Post-game thoughts^^m'^m
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Falcons stumble
against Dayton
By Jack O'Brexa
Assistant Sports Editor

DAYTON- It was another pathetic performance by the
Falcons Saturday afternoon against the Flyers.
Once again, the enthusiasm which was apparent during the
first six games was missing at Baujan Field.
Bowling Green played like the stadium clock and scoreboard,
which was out of operation throughout most of the contest. The
Falcons stumbled and fumbled their way to a 26-16 defeat.
In addition to being Xavier's first collegiate victim in »
games, the 1971 Falcons became the first BG squad to lose to
Dayton since 1947.
The big balloon which was inflated with high hopes al the
beginning ol the season, was sidetracked hv Toledo, busted at
Marshall, sent on its downward flight by Xavier and finally
hit the ground at Dayton.
It seems appropriate that this year's Falcons were laid to real
on a rainy, gloomy dav. It's hard to believe the team at Baujan
Field was the same group of football players which was
challenging the Rockets for the Mid-American Conference lead
just six weeks earlier at DoytL Perry Field.
"We didn't execute worth a nickel." »»'<< he»d c08"1
"Dandy" Don Nehlen after BG's loss to Xavier.
Those words also sum up the Falcons efforts against the
Flyers.
Paul Miles was injured during the first half and did not start
the second However, he returned to the starting backfield. at
the start of the final quarter, but could manage only six yards
rushing. He finished the contest with a total of 47 yards In 18
carries.

this and that

AFTER THE XAVIER FIASCO, "Dandy" Don said, "I
wonder what the hell is going on."
Obviously he didn't discover the reason for BG's sudden nosedive after the 33-7 triumph over Miami. However, he will have
all winter to solve the big mystery.
The players, once known as "the super sophs," better wakeup before the 1972 season opener against Weber State. They
should search long and hard for the spirit and pride which
separates the good teams from the great ones.
This season's squad could have posted the best BG record
since 1984 Instead, the 1971 Falcons concluded the year with a
mediocre 6-4 slate. The so-called pasties, Marshall, Xavier and
Dayton were given their Christmas presents early.
Next season, the Falcons will probably be pegged as the preseason favorite to capture the MAC crown.
If the Falcons play the way they did in the final four games,
there is no way in the world they will even win a conference
Tho Gord McCosh, Pot* Badour, Oorry Bradbury lino moves tho
Line OlOy

P0'1" «'°" *"• 'ed "no in Saturday's action against Western
Ontario. The Fatcont swoop both gomos from Wostorn and
pay le foe* *P1 over Thansgrving

contest.

"Dandy" Don will have to regain the winning formula at the
fani will be expecting a league championship. Otherwise, he
may be saying the same thing he did after the Xavier game:
"I don't know, maybe it's the coach."
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Cotton candy, clowns and kids
You cast fit an elephant herd
Into Memorial Hall after all.
In fact, the Hanneford
Circus managed to get three
full rings of family
entertainment onto the
basketball court of Anderson
Arena last Saturday.
The circus had more trouble
fitting the leopard and puma
cages through the doors than
it did biinging in the
elephants. It seems elephants
can skootch after all.

"Don't give me any back talk, Shaba.'' Captain Frank Simpson calls on hit tMt
pilot background lor tho norvo to control hi* junglo-brod call.

THE CIRCUS began to
arrive on campus shortly
after midnight on Saturday. It
took an entire night for the
circus to move all its
equipment from Defiance,
lite of its last performance, to
Bowling Green
The converted charter bus
carrying the cats was the first
to arrive, and the elephant
semi-truck came last, not
reaching campus until about
10:30Saturday morning.
The arena was a busy place
later in the day with people
sweeping, unpacking, lifting,
unrolling and hanging
equipment. The floor
coverings, boxes, steel arena,
cables and lights were
eventually ready The crowd

began drifting into their seats. performers. But circus stars
In the basketball locker are versatile people. The
rooms, which the performers majority of them are in more
used as dressing rooms, there than one act. a number ot them
were lockers full of bright are in as many as uSree or
costumes. Women scrunched four. Tommy Hanneford, who
up on chairs in front of co-owns and runs the show,
benches, holding overnight had a part-in virtually every
cases full of make-up.
act.
Hundreds of children, eating
cotton candy and spilling
Between performances the
popcorn, attended the circus people relaxed But
afternoon performance.
relaxing for them meant idly
juggling Indian clubs,
IF A PERSON didn't watch stringing beads, or sorting
the show too closely, he might through costumes. A trapeze
think there was a iarge cast of artist spent an hour teaching

his two young daughters to do
.handstands
THE
EVENING
performance ended at 9:45
p.m. By 10:30 p.m. there were
only a few pieces of celotex
left covering the floor.
The campus maintenance
crew arrived to clean the
bleachers, working around the
few remaining circus
personnel. At 11:15 p.m. the
last semi-truck pulled out of
the field behind Memorial
Hall
The circus was gone from
Bowling Green.

Twos a mammoth experience!
Backed up by a small army
photographers. I walked
Uo'ards the large yellow
truck thai I knew contained
the elephant herd.
I introduced myself to the
man standing beside the semivan and asked if I could ride
one of his elephants,
preferably a small one
IV grinned with a glint in
his eye and said sure I could
"You'll put her on Wanda,
right?" his assistant asked 1
figured Wanda must be Ihe
smallest elephant
"No, we have to gel Tulsa
out of Ihe truck anyway." the
head elephant man answered,
looking al me oul of the corner
of his eye
He walked over to Ihe truck
and slowly pulled back Ihe
side door Inside was the
biggesl animal I've ever seen!

Sure, I would just hop right
up there, throw my body right
over her six-fool high back
"How'" I asked
"Come on. I'll boost you."
(he man said with just a loud)
of disgust in his voice.
IV boosted me right into the
side of the elephant I bounced
off and landed on his left foot
"IMi I don't think this is
going to work." I said
He told me to step on Ihe
elephant's knee and. grabbing
me by the seat of my pants, he

practically threw me onto the
elephant.
"All right," he said and
stepped back As he walked
away he tossed some
comforting advice back over
his shoulder, "hold onto the
ears."

had managed to pull her ears
away from me, leaving me
with nothing to hang onto I
frantically looked around for
the elephant man and found
him calmly watching from
beside the truck.
"You're too far back on her
neck," he yelled. "Move
APPARENTLY "ALL towards her head."
Since I didn't know loo much
RIGHT" is the signal for
elephants lo stand up. Tulsa about elephanl bareback
did and 1 suddenly found riding I decided lo follow his
myself high over the advice and moved up on the
photographers' heads.
elephant. There was about six
While standing up, Tulsa inches of animal in front of me
and all the rest behind me.
1 enjoyed it until Tulsa
' started to walk. Then I
realized she wasn't chained in
any way and the elephanl man
wasn't anywhere close by.

A

I DON'T THINK Tulsa
deliberately tried to throw me
off over her head, but it sure
fell like it
Elephants bob when they
walk And everytime Tulsa
bobbed, her head went way
down
I kept slipping an inch
closer and closer to the front
of her head as she bobbed. And
I had visions of sliding down
her trunk.
"I'm ready to get off the
elephant now," I called
pleasantly. No one heard me.
except the photographers who
were too busy playing with
then cameras to pay any
attention.
"Anytime now, I'm ready to

I DON'T KNOW how the
elephant got out of the truck 1
was loo busy trying to sneak
around my photographer
friends and quietly disappear
But they raughl me and
brought me back 1 saw two
elephants in Ihe field, one
considerably smaller lhan the
other "Good," I thought,
"they got Wanda oul after
all."
But Ihe head elephant man
walked over lo the larger
elephant and turning towards
me said. "Stretch it out "
"Stretch it out"" 1 asked,
"Stretch what ouf"
The elephanl started lo lie
down and I realized he was
talking to her. nol me
When she was on her knees.
Tulsa's back came above my
shoulders

Ride

"O.K. HONEY, hop right up
there," the head elephant man
said

OH

get down," I yelled, slipping
forward a little more.
The man seemed to be
ignoring me as he unloaded
llamas from the truck.
"Please, can 1 get down?" I
begged
No answer
"WHY DON'T YOU HELP
the lady down''" a voice
suggested from somewhere
just below me. I couldn't see
down past Tulsa's stomach.
"Will somebody please help
Ihe lady down1'" 1 demanded
The elephanl man walked
over and said quietly,
"Stretch it out," and Tulsa
began lo go down on her
knees. As the man moved
away again I started to panic.
From where 1 sat it looked
like Tulsa was going lo do a
headstand rather lhan kneel
I looked down and saw that
the mysterious voice thai had
come to my rescue belonged
to a young circus performer I
was talking to earlier He was
standing with both arms
outstretched
I didn't need a more formal
invitation In one leap I slid
down Tulsa's front leg and
landed with a dull thud in the
guy's arms
I turned back to the
elephant, who was nowstanding up She raised one of
her front feel as if she wanted
to shake hands.
"It's all right, Tulsa." 1
said. "No hard feelings."

"Patty, hang-onto her •art!" Newt
reperter Patty BaiUy fulfilled a life-long
with whan she get to rid* the circus
elephant How do you toy "down" in

elephant?

by
Patty Bailey.

Photos by
Mike Feldman
and
Marcy Lanzer.
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Circus aerial acts capture the awe of people of all ages.

Young performer finds
career with Hanneford
The classic story of the boy the small things, like the think he could be happy with a
who ran away from home to carpeted dressing room found normal nine-to-five job.
join the circus, did manual here. Lamothe said
labor at first and then became
According to Lamothe. the
a star almost fits Roger
The advantages to his thing that most people don't
Lamothe.
chosen occupation
far understand about a circus is
He didn't run awav from outweigh the disadvantages. that there aren't any tricks
home, but he did start at the Lamothe said. High on his list involved.
bottom and is now on his way are audience response and
"It's all hard work and
to the top.
variety. He said he doesn't practice," he said.
Lamothe began working
summers for the Hanneford
Circus when he was 14 Now
18. he has decided lo make the
circus his career.
The dark-haired Canadian
worked for the circus as a
"prop boy" or "roustabout"
at first, doing general jobs
necessary to run a circus.
Now he is working with
trained dogs.
THIS SEASON he is
performing in one of the
smaller of the three rings, but
he plans to move into the
center ring next season.
While the circus is in winter
quarters in Sarasota. Fla., he
will train to join the Original
George Hanneford Family
Bareback Riding Act, the
circus's featured act.
Even though he now is
performing in the side ring and
will be in the center r!hg next
season. Lamothe still does
manual labor. He explained
that, since he works with the
dogs, it is his job to clean out
their cages.
It doesn't matter whether a
person is a performer or a
prop boy, he said, "Everybody
has to shovel a little at one
time or another."

News stories

Clown in' *•■■"'■ enrertolned the audience with
bis antic* before the performance. The
d#wn mod balloon animals and
out re enthusiastic

Heads
up

Sweet
tooth

Pink cotton candy mokes far sticky
fingers and lip-smocking grins from
yeong circus-gears.

LAMOTHE SAID a
disadvantage to circus life is
one night stands. Moving from
town to town so quickly can be
confusing, he said, but "what
you remember about a place
is what an audience is like."
A person also remembers

Little
.
,
lady

teger lamothe, circus performer from
Canada, shares the spoilight in the side
ring with one of his trained dogs.

